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CHAPTER OUTLINE 

1.1 Astronomy: A Global Human Adventure 
1.2 From Solar System to Galaxy to Universe 
1.3 The Cosmic Calendar: Concepts of Time 

GUIDEPOST 

You already know more about astronomy than you may think. You have 

enjoyed sunsets and moonrises, have admired the stars, and may know 

a few constellations. You have probably read about Mars rovers and the 

Hubble Space Telescope. That is more than most Earthlings know about 

astronomy. Still , you owe it to yourself to understand where you are. You 

should know what it means to live on a planet that whirls around a star 

sailing through one galaxy in a universe full of galaxies. 

It is easy to learn a few facts, but it is the relationships among 

facts that are important. This chapter will give you the sense of scale 

you need in order to appreciate the vastness of the universe and to 

understand your place within it. 

Here, you will consider important questions about astronomy: 

• How is astronomy research done today through global 

collaborations? 

• Where are you and Earth in the universe? 

• How does the time span of human civilization compare with the age 

of the universe? 

• How does science give us a way to know about nature? 

The remaining chapters in this book will fill in the details, give 

evidence, describe theories, and illustrate the wonderful intricacy and 

beauty of the universe. That journey begins here. 

You are about to go on a voyage to the limits of the known universe, 

travelling outward, away from your home on Earth, past the Moon and the 

Sun and the other planets of our solar system, past the stars you see in 
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the night sky, and beyond bil lions more stars that can 

be seen only with the aid of telescopes. You will visit 

the most distant galaxies-great globes and whirlpools 

of stars-and continue on, carried only by experience 

and imagination, seeking to understand the structure 

of the universe. Astronomy is more than the study 

of planets, stars, and galaxies-it is the study of the 

whole universe in which you live. Although humanity 

is confined to a small planet circling an unremarkable 

star, the study of astronomy can take you beyond these 

boundaries and help you not only see where you are 

but also understand what you are. 

Your imagination is the key to discovery; it will be 

your scientific space-and-time machine transporting 

you across the universe and into the past and future. Go 

back in time to watch the formation of the Sun and Earth, 

the birth of the first stars, and ultimately the creation of 

the universe. Then, rush into the future to see what will 

happen when the Sun dies and Earth withers. 

Although you will discover a beginning to the 

universe, you will not find an edge or an end to space. 

No matter how far you voyage, you will not run into a 

wall. In a later chapter you will discover evidence that 

the universe may be infinite; that is, it may extend in 

all directions without limit. 

Astronomy will introduce you to sizes, distances, 

and times far beyond your usual experience on Earth. 

Your task in this chapter is to grasp the meaning of 

these unfamiliar sizes, distances, and times. The 

solution lies in a single word: scale. In this chapter, 

you w ill compare objects of different sizes in order to 

comprehend the scale of the universe. 

1.1 Astronomy: A 
Global Human 
Adventure 

Like you, our ancestors viewed the night sky and 
attempted to make sense out of a bewildering array 
of white light sources or, simply, stars. Most stars 
appeared to remain stationary with respect to the other 
stars. Some were decidedly brighter than others. To 
a careful observer, a few even appeared faintly blue, 
orange, or red. A few moved quite significantly with 
respect to the stable background of stars-and these, 
initially known as wandering stars, were eventually 
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termed planets. Of course, our ancestors also carefully 
monitored the comings and goings of the two brightest 
objects in the sky: the Sun and the Moon. 

What was the human mind to make of this? For 
thousands of years, humans have been assembling their 
observations of the cosmos into stories, explanations, and 
models, handing these down from one generation to the 
next. Astronomy has long been a global effort, from the 
earliest natural philosophers exchanging concepts among 
cultures, to seafaring civilizations going on long voyages 
to make celestial observations, to our modern globally con
nected scientific community. Human beings have always 
been united by curiosity about our cosmic origins, and our 
place in space and time. Today, international coalitions of 
scientists and engineers come together from around the 
world to build grand telescopes, and collect observations, 
and share the results in public databases. Anyone with an 
Internet connection can access observations of the sky 
taken by telescopes from across the planet and in space. 

Today, we understand that we make our observa
tions of the cosmos from a planet tucked away near the 
edge of just one of billions of galaxies that populate our 
expanding universe. We can marvel at the strength and 
sophistication of the human mind that has enabled us to 
collectively locate ourselves across vast stretches of space 
and time. 

People from different backgrounds 
approach a subject in different ways 
and ask different questions. 

-Jocelyn Bell Burnell, discoverer of pulsars, 
neutron stars 

Every culture has brought a unique perspective to 
the search for answers to challenging questions about 
our place in space and time. Today scientists attempt to 
erase political and geographical boundaries and estab
lish global collaborations, so that anyone can access the 
results of experiments and observations and test their 
ideas against observed data. An example of such inter
national collaboration is the Large Hadron Collider 
(see Visualizing Astronomy 11.1 and Figure 1.1), an 
enormous technological achievement built and used by 
over 10 OOO scientists and hundreds of universities and 
laboratories, from more than 100 countries including 
Canada. One goal of this undertaking is to simulate the 
early moments of our universe and test the very nature 
of matter. The Large Hadron Collider has been used to 
discover fundamental particles in nature that make up all 
matter in the universe. 
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Figure 1.1 Fabiola Gianotti , an Italian particle physicist and 

the Director-General of CERN (European Organization for Nuclear 
Research), in the ATLAS detector of the Large Hadron Coll ider, for 
which Canada contributed parts. 

Another international collaboration, the Event 
Horizon Telescope (EHT) (see Figure 4.1 1), has pro
duced the first ever photograph of a black hole in a core 
of a distant galaxy (see Figure 10.22). The telescope con
sists of a planet-wide array of telescopes from Europe, 
Greenland, the United States, Antarctica, and Asia, con
nected together into a single instrument the size of Earth. 
Similarly, the Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter 
Array (ALMA) is a radio telescope made of 66 indi
vidual radio telescopes in the Atacama Desert in northern 
Chile (see the opening image of Chapter 9). This impor
tant endeavour is a colossal international collaboration 
involving the United States, the European Union, Canada, 
South Korea, Japan, and Taiwan. 

You might be aware that spacecraft from different 
countries have been launched to explore various bodies 
within the solar system and in the process have discov
ered important details about the origin and composition 
of planets, moons, asteroids, and comets. The Japanese 
spacecraft Hayabusa was designed to travel to a small 
near-Earth asteroid (ltokawa), where it hovered close 
enough to its surface to collect a small sample and then 
returned to Earth. This journey took seven years to accom
plish, and the grains of asteroidal material are now being 
analyzed for various molecules including water. These 
precious samples are now a focus of scientific study in 
laboratories all around the world- such as Arizona State 
University, where Indian and Chinese cosmochemists 
Maitrayee Bose and Ziliang Jin are analyzing a sample 
(Figure 1.2). 

In 2014, India's Mars Orbiter Mission (MOM), also 
called Mangalyaan , arrived at the red planet to study its 
surface and atmospheric features and the effects of the 
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Figure 1.2 Maitrayee Bose (left) and Ziliang Jin (right) as they 
prepare to measure ltokawa samples. 

solar wind on the upper atmosphere. Both the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and the 
South African Space Agency provided communications 
and navigation and tracking support, again demonstrating 
global cooperation in space exploration (Figure 1.3). The 
orbiter continues to function as of the time of writing and 
plans exist for a follow-up mission, MOM-2, to arrive at 
Mars in the mid-2020s. 

In January 2019 the Chinese spacecraft Chang'e 4 
became the first moon lander to set down on the side of 
the Moon invisible from Earth, near the Moon's south 
pole. The mission's objective is to learn the age and com
position of this unexplored area of the Moon called the 
Aitken basin, where the deep lunar crust may be exposed. 

Very often observed results are more surprising than 
expected, and in order to test the observations, independent 

Figure 1.3 Staff from the Indian Space Research Organization 
celebrate after their Mars Orbiter spacecraft successfully entered 
the Mars orbit on September 24, 2014. 
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teams from different parts of the world look at the same 
phenomena in different ways. In 1998, a team of astron
omers from the Supernova Cosmology Project from 
Berkeley, California, set their instruments to measure the 
rate of slowing of the expansion of the universe. Their 
observations showed a surprising result. Contrary to the 
hypothesis that the expansion rate of the universe was 
slowing down, the results seemed to indicate that the uni
verse's expansion was accelerating. In a case like this, you 
would not know if some systematic errors were present in 
the observing equipment or in the processing of the data 
unless another team was performing the same observa
tion with different equipment and utilizing another meth
odology. Fortunately, an international collaboration of 
astronomers from the United States, Europe, Australia, 
and Chile were attempting to make the same measure
ment (see Figure 11.14). Their data confirmed that the 
surprising outcome was, indeed, correct. Astronomers 
were suddenly faced with the fact that our universe con
tains a component or force driving the expansion of the 
universe faster and faster. This mysterious component 
is now known as dark energy. You will learn more about 
dark energy and the beginning and end of the universe in 
Chapter 11. 

As you can see, astronomy is, and has always been, 
a global effort. If humanity is to unravel the secrets of 
the universe we must collaborate and build on observa
tions, ideas, and technologies from all around the world. 
You will come to realize that the study of astronomy also 
incorporates important concepts from both physical and 
biological sciences. The story of astronomy is thus a story 
of collective human knowledge. 

1.2 From Solar System to 
Galaxy to Universe 

Your quest to find our place in the visible universe can 
start anywhere on Earth. Let's launch our journey in the 
Universe of Particles, a museum exhibit at the Globe of 
Science and Innovation at CERN (Organisation Europeenne 
pour la Recherche Nucleaire) in Geneva (see Visualizing 

scientific notation The 
system of recording very 
large or very small numbers 
by using powers of 10. 

field of view The area visible 
in an image, usually given as 
the diameter of the region. 

Astronomy 1.1, The Scale 
of the Very Small and Very 
Large: Powers of 10). CERN 
is the home of the Large 
Hadron Collider, the largest 
particle accelerator in opera
tion today, which was designed 
to simulate the beginning of the 
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universe (see also Chapter 11, Visualizing Astronomy 11.1, 
The Large Hadron Collider). Not more than 100 m under 
the ground from the Globe of Science and Innovation, mas
sive detectors are looking for the first signs of the big bang, 
microscopic black holes, and dark matter. The results might 
shed light on many topics in this book, and perhaps even 
change a few chapters. You indeed live in exciting times, 
when new technology can bring us closer to our origins. 

Now let's use our imagination to fly out from the 
Globe of Science and Innovation. Along the way, study 
the journey described in Visualizing Astronomy 1.1, 
The Scale of the Very Small and Very Large: Powers 
of 10. (The following figure numbers refer to these pages.) 

Your journey to the smallest realm of nature starts 
with the human hand on the museum exhibit (Figure la). 
To reach the scale of skin cells in your hand (Figure 1 b ), 
you have to zoom in with a microscope 100 OOO times 
to a size that is 100-thousandth of a metre. The metre 
quickly becomes too large as a unit. Instead we use either 
prefixes (e.g., "milli," which means "one-thousandth") or 
scientific notation-the powers of 10. The information 
about the cell and the organism to which the cell belongs 
is encoded in the DNA molecule. The DNA strand shown 
here is a billionth of a metre thick (Figure le). Diving 
through the molecule, you encounter the main building 
block of matter: the atom. The size of the electron cloud 
surrounding the tiny nucleus of an atom is 10-billionth of 
a metre (Figure ld). The nucleus of the atom is 10 OOO 
times smaller than the atom itself. Elementary particles are 
roughly in the order of 10 times smaller than the nucleus. 
How far can we go? Large Hadron Collider achieved col
lisions in which a Higgs boson has been produced, on the 
scale of 10- 15 m (Figure le). The smallest length that the
oretically makes sense is the Planck length-100 billion 
billion times smaller than the scale of the smallest ele
mentary particles (Figure lf). An understanding of these 
building blocks of space and matter allows you to unravel 
the secrets of the birth and evolution of the universe. 

In the following chapters you will embark on a 
journey from Earth to the farthest visible extent of the 
universe. For those distances you can use larger measures 
than the metre as you move outward from Earth. 

You will now follow the sequence in Visualizing 
Astronomy 1.1, The Scale of the Very Small and Very 
Large: Powers of 10, starting again from the Globe of 
Science and Innovation (Figure 2a), and moving farther and 
farther away. Each view is made from a distance that is some 
power of I 0 times farther away, until the distance becomes 
so large that we jump with higher increments. Every time 
you move 10 times away, your field of view encompasses 
an area 10 X 10 larger than the previous square. 
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Distances are first expressed in metres until they 
become so large that a metre becomes too small as a unit. 
At a distance of 10 OOO m, or 10 km, the view includes 
about the same area as CERN's Large Hadron Collider 
(Figure 2b). 

In the next step of the journey, you can see the entire 
planet Earth, which is about 13 OOO kilometres in diam
eter. The image of Earth (Figure 2c) shows most of the 
daylight side of the planet, and the blurriness at the 
extreme right is the sunset line. The rotation of Earth on 
its axis each 24 hours carries you eastward, and as you 
cross the sunset line into darkness, we say that the Sun 
has set. At the scale of this image, the atmosphere on 
which our life depends is thinner than a strand of thread. 

Next you enlarge field of view by a factor of 100 
and see a region 1 OOO OOO km wide (Figure 2d). Earth 
is the small blue dot in the centre, and the Moon, with a 
diameter only about one-fourth that of Earth, is an even 
smaller dot along its orbit. If you've had a high-mileage 
car, it may have travelled the equivalent of a trip to the 
Moon, which has an average distance from Earth of 
380 OOO km. These numbers are so large that it is incon
venient to write them out. Astronomy is the science of 
big numbers, and you will use numbers much larger than 
these to describe the universe. 

Here, you jump to another measuring unit. You 
enlarge a picture not 10 times or 100 times, but 150 times 
in order to fit a specific distance into the picture: the 
average distance from Earth to the Sun. This distance is 
called the astronomical unit (AU), which is 1.5 X 108 km, 
or 1.5 X 1011 m. Introducing new units is another way 
astronomers deal with large numbers. Using that unit, 
you can say, for example, that the average distance from 
Venus to the Sun is about 0.7 AU. At this scale you find 
the Sun and a few of the inner planets of our solar system 
(Figure 2e). The solar system consists of the Sun, its 
family of planets, and some smaller bodies, such as 
moons, asteroids, and comets. 

Like Earth, Venus and Mercury are planets-small, 
nonluminous bodies that shine by reflecting sunlight. 
Venus is about the size of Earth, and Mercury is a bit 
larger than Earth's moon. In this figure they are both too 
small to be seen as anything but tiny dots. The Sun is a 
star, a self-luminous ball of hot gas that generates its own 
energy (Figure 1.4). The Sun is about 110 times larger in 
diameter than Earth, but it, too, is nothing more than a dot 
in this view. Earth orbits the Sun once a year. 

Now, jump 100 times farther away than the previous 
view, and you will see the entire solar system, all the 
major planets and their slightly elliptical orbits (Figure 2f). 
You see only the brighter, more widely separated objects 
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Figure 1.4 Our Star: The Sun 

as you back away. The Sun, Mercury, Venus, and Earth 
are so close together that you cannot separate them at this 
scale. 

Mars, the next outward planet, is only 1.5 AU from 
the Sun. In contrast, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune 
are so far from the Sun that they are easy to find in this 
figure. Light from the Sun reaches Earth in only eight 
minutes, but it takes over four hours to reach Neptune. 
Pluto, which orbits mostly outside Neptune's orbit, is no 
longer considered a major planet. 

The Sun is a fairly typical star, a bit larger than 
average, and it is located in a fairly normal neighbour
hood in the galaxy. The stars 
are separated by average dis
tances about 30 times larger 
than this view, which has a 
diameter of 11 OOO AU. It is 
difficult to grasp the isolation 
of the stars. If the Sun were 
represented by a golf ball in 
Vancouver, the nearest star 
would be another golf ball in 
Calgary. 

At this point, our view 
has expanded to a diameter 
of about 2 million AU. The 
Sun is at the centre, and you 
see a few of the nearest stars. 
These stars are so distant that 
it is not reasonable to give 

astronomical unit (AU) 
Average distance from Earth to 
the Sun; 1.5 x 108 kilometres. 

solar system The Sun and 
its planets, asteroids, comets, 
and so on. 

planet A nonluminous body 
in orbit around a star, large 
enough to be spherical and to 
have cleared its orbital zone of 
other objects. 

star A globe of gas held 
together by its own gravity 
and supported by the internal 
pressure of its hot gases, 
which generate energy by 
nuclear fusion. 
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their distances in AU. Astronomers have defined a new 
larger unit of distance, the light-year. One light-year (ly) 
is the distance that light travels in one year, roughly 1013 km, 
or 63 OOO AU. In the diagram of the nearby stars in rela
tion to the Sun (Figure 2g), the diameter of our view is 
30 ly. The nearest star to the Sun, Proxima Centauri, is 
4.2 ly from Earth. In other words, light from Proxima 
Centauri takes 4.2 years to reach Earth. 

Although these stars are roughly the same size as the 
Sun, they are so far away that you cannot see them as any
thing but points of light. Even with the largest telescopes 
on Earth, you still see only points of light when you look 
at stars, and any planets that might circle those stars are 
much too small and faint to be visible. Of course, no one 
has ever journeyed thousands of light-years from Earth to 
look back and photograph the Sun's neighbourhood. 

The space between the stars is filled with thin gas. 
Although those clouds of gas are thinner than the best 
vacuum produced in laboratories on Earth, it is those 
clouds that give birth to new stars. The Sun formed from 
such a cloud about 5 billion years ago. 

Expanding your view by a factor of 3000, you see our 
galaxy (Figure 2h). A galaxy is a great cloud of stars, gas, 
and dust bound together by the combined gravity of all 
the matter. In the night sky, you see our galaxy from the 
inside as a great, cloudy band of stars ringing the sky as 
the Milky Way, and our galaxy is called the Milky Way 
Galaxy. Of course, no one has photographed our galaxy, 

light-year (ly) Unit of 
distance equal to the distance 
light travels in one year. 

galaxy A large system of 
stars, star clusters, gas, 
dust, and nebulae orbiting a 
common centre of mass. 

Milky Way The hazy band 
of light that circles our sky, 
produced by the glow of our 
galaxy. 

Milky Way Galaxy The spiral 
galaxy containing our Sun, 
visible in the night sky as the 
Milky Way. 

spiral anns Long spiral 
pattern of bright stars, star 
clusters, gas, and dust. Spiral 
arms extend from the centre 
to the edge of the disk of 
spiral galaxies. 

supercluster A cluster of 
galaxy clusters. 

but astronomers have evi
dence that the galaxy image 
in Figure 2h is similar to our 
own. Our Sun would be invis
ible in such a picture, but if 
you could see it, you would 
find it about two-thirds of the 
way from the centre to the 
edge. Our galaxy contains 
over 100 billion stars, and, 
like many others, has graceful 
spiral arms winding outward 
through the disk. You will 
discover in a later chapter 
that stars are born in great 
clouds of gas and dust as they 
pass through the spiral arms. 

The visible disk of our 
galaxy is roughly 100 OOO ly in 
diameter, but the most recent 
data from large international 
surveys of stars in the Milky 
Way Galaxy indicate the size 
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of the disk to be much larger. Only a century ago, astron
omers thought it was the entire universe-an island 
universe of stars in an otherwise empty vastness. Now 
we know that the Milky Way Galaxy is not unique; it is 
a typical galaxy in many respects, although larger than 
most. In fact, ours is only one of many billions of galaxies 
scattered throughout the universe. 

Continuing our journey from the very small to the 
very large, we move away 40 times farther, and our 
galaxy appears as a tiny luminous speck surrounded by 
other specks in a region 4 million ly in diameter. Notice 
that our galaxy is part of a cluster of a few dozen galaxies 
called the Local Group (Figure 2i). Galaxies are com
monly grouped together in clusters, and some of these 
galaxies have beautiful spiral patterns like our own galaxy 
but others do not. In a later chapter you will investigate 
what produces these differences among the galaxies. 

The image of a fragment of an all-sky survey created 
by SDSS (Sloan Digital Sky Survey) captures a quarter 
of a billion galaxies and represents a diameter of 1.7 bil
lion light-years (Figure 2j). It shows clusters of galaxies 
connected in a vast network. Clusters are grouped into 
superclusters--clusters of clusters-and the superclu
sters are linked to form long filaments and walls outlining 
voids that seem nearly empty of galaxies. These filaments 
and walls appear to be the largest structures in the universe. 

If we expanded our view frame one more time, we 
would probably see a uniform fog of filaments and voids. 
As we puzzle over the origin of these structures we are at 
the frontier of human knowledge. The sequence of figures 
ends here because it has reached the limits of possible 
observation of the universe. It is not possible to see any 
distance larger than 13 .8 billion light-years. If the universe 
is 13.8 billion years old, the light from distances farther 
away than this would not have had the time to reach us. 
You will learn more about cosmology in Chapter 11. 

A problem in studying astronomy is keeping a proper 
sense of scale. Remember that each of the billions of gal
axies contains billions of stars. Many of those stars prob
ably have families of planets like our solar system, and 
on some of those billions of planets liquid-water oceans 
and protective atmospheres may have sheltered the spark 
of life. It is possible that some other planets are inhabited 
by intelligent creatures who share our curiosity, wonder at 
the scale of the cosmos, and are looking back at us when 
we gaze into the heavens. 

How could anyone possibly know these secrets of 
nature? Science gives us a way to know how nature works 
(see How Do We Know? 1.1 and How Do We Know? 
1.2). As you explore the universe in the chapters that follow, 
notice not only what is known but also how it is known. 
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